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Overview 

•  Motivation for the nano-surface design 
•  Hydrophobicity 
•  Simulation modelling verification of the  “Mixture 

advantage” hypothesis 
•  Experimental verification of the hypothesis 

(AFM scan) 
•  Learning from the experiments ! … 

–  Lattice Gas Model 
–  Self-organisation through evaporation 



“Nano scale” in context 

Some representative colloidal systems together with their  
typical ranges of dimensions (AFM resolution 2nm) 

80nm 4µm 
8µm 

20µm 

Visible light 
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Motivation for the nano-surface design 

Water on lotus leaf Honey on lotus leaf 



Motivation for the nano-surface design 

Friction-reducing 
coating of ship hulls 

Self-cleaning 
surfaces and 
fabrics 

New adhesive materials 
(nano-equivalents of 
velcro strips) 



Hydrophobicity 

The apparent contact angle (a) and some of the apparent contact 
angles possible when the contact line is on the vertex (b) 



Hydrophobicity 



Hydrophobicity 

Water droplet on hydrophobic surfaces: (a) solid surface substrate; 
(b) Wenzel state: water penetrates completely the groves in the substrate; 
(c) Cassie-Baxter state: air trapped underneath the droplet. 

(intermediate states between (b) and (c) are also possible) 



Hydrophobicity 

Droplet shape evolution and velocity fields at 0.01ms, 0.8ms 
1.6ms, 3.4ms, 7.5ms and 17.5ms 



Hydrophobicity 

The driving force ΔG for assembling a cluster of small hydrophobic particles. 
The horizontal and sloping lines illustrate solvation free energy for the 
assembled and disassembled cluster respectively.  



“Mixture advantage” hypothesis 

Hypothetical model of the nanoparticle assembly that would exchibit 
enhanced hydrophobicity (“nano-mixture advantage hypothesis”)  



“Mixture advantage” hypothesis 

A typical surface obtained through the simulation of a dry 
nano-powder coating 



“Mixture advantage” hypothesis 

Dry nano-powder coating model with variable threshold angles 
for bouncing/adhesion (“bounce angle” = 90 – “adhesion angle”) 

threshold angle 

substrate 

particle 
impact 
angle 



“Mixture advantage” hypothesis 

Baseline experiments repeated 10 times with single-size 
nanoparticles producing various roughness for different 
bounce angles 



“Mixture advantage” hypothesis 

Simulation experiments with variable mixture of P7/P50 nanoparticles 

P7/P50 = 20/80  P7/P50 = 80/20  

Valley width/depth and surface area Roughnes for increasing P7 proportion 



“Mixture advantage” hypothesis 

•  Roughness increased with increased proportion 
of smaller nanoparticles 

•  Valley depth and valley width are inversely 
proportional to the ratio of smaller nanoparticles 

•  Surface area is directly proportional to the ratio 
of smaller nanoparticles 

NO “Mixture advantage”  when considering 
roughness 



“Mixture advantage” hypothesis 

Simulation experiments with variable mixture of P7/P50 nanoparticles 

Wet-dry ratio for increasing P7 proportion 

But … 

Contact angle for increasing P7 proportion 



“Mixture advantage” hypothesis 

… 

•  The increased number of air pockets resulting 
from the 0.4 and 0.8 proportion of smaller 
nanoparticles leads to the increased contact 
angle (increased hydrophobicity) 

“Mixture advantage” confirmed in terms of 
Cassie-Baxter model of hydrophobicity 



Experimental verification (AFM) 

Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) image of a nano-coated 
surface (2000x2000nm) with colour-coded height (~0-500nm) 

Simulated patch 



Experimental verification (AFM) 

•  The AFM scan reveals secondary structures that 
suggest “re-organisation” of nanoparticles 
subsequent to deposition. 

•  The re-organisation requires the presence of a 
liquid solvent  

•  Require modelling of solvation free energy and 
solvent evaporation   



Lattice Gas Model 



Self-organisation through evaporation 

The effect of different liquid-liquid energy on a 
2D LGM of a nanoparticle mixture 
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Self-organisation through evaporation 
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